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Work Accomplished by DDP       
for Orange USD

 Updated mapping layers for the District
 Researched area development projects/plans 
 Analyzed relevant area demographic data 
 Developed 7-year student projections
 Provided a Demographic Projection Report 

with findings and analysis
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Main Points
 DDP develops projections based on “residence”.
 Attendance Matrices show the current “Open Enrollment” 

patterns (inter- and intra-district transfers).
[Pages 24-26 in the Report]

 Seven existing elementary attendance areas have student 
populations at or below 450 and five of them are below 400. 

(excludes “Open Enrollment”, Special Education and Out-of-District students)

 Five existing elementary schools have enrollment at or below 
450 and two of them are below 400.                           

(includes “Open Enrollment”, Special Education and Out-of-District students)

 Orange HS has very high “transfer out” rates and by far the 
largest resident population for its attendance area
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Mapping- updated since 1996
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Mapping the District’s Student Data

DDP used mapped (“geocoded”) student data for the 
Orange Unified School District from 2009-2012

Dots are placed 
where students reside
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Study Areas (A total of 316)
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Residential Development



Seven Year Projection Methodology
 Graduate 12th grade;  move up other grades
 Estimate incoming K from past birth data by zip codes:

 Add enrollment generated by new construction

 Modify enrollment based upon mobility/cohort factor from analysis of 
historical enrollment changes from grade to grade using a sample of 
study areas in each elementary school attendance area.

Oct. '12-'13 Oct. '13-'14 Oct. '14-'15 Oct. '15-'16 Oct. '16-'17 Oct. '17-'18 Oct. '18-'19
Projected Housing 63 3 340 21 51 230 636

Projections were prepared for each of the 316 Study Areas

SYF’s K-6 7-8 9-12 K-12
SFD      .325    .063     .123    .512
MFA     .153    .026     .044    .223
APT      .058    .007     .016    .081
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East Orange Project Area

Mountain Park 
Project Area

Assigned to 
Chapman 

Hills
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East Orange Area

Mountain Park 
Project Area

Assigned to 
Chapman 

Hills
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East Orange 
Project Area

Mountain Park 
Project Area

Assigned to 
Chapman 

Hills
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CONCLUSIONS                       
AT THE ELEMENTARY LEVEL

 Projections indicate an overall increase of only 145 TK-6 
students over the next seven years (almost 1% growth, but 
mostly due to Transitional Kindergarten increases).

 Any increases in the enrollment is dependent upon progress 
of large proposed projects by The Irvine Company.

 Current trends show that many elementary attendance areas
in the District are expected to have their students populations 
continue to decline over the next seven years (in built-out areas).

 District may need to consider boundary adjustments and/or 
consolidating some of its smaller elementary schools (8 ES 
below 500 enrollment, 2 of them below 400, 2 around 850).
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Future 7-8 Students go to      
East Orange K-8 Site

Future 7-8 
students go to           

East Orange K-8 
Site
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Mountain Park Project



CONCLUSIONS AT THE 
MIDDLE SCHOOL LEVEL

 As of Fall 2012, the District’s five main MS’s had enrollment ranging from 
667 to 1,197 students (4,665 total enrollment plus 212 7-8 students at 
McPherson).

 Projections indicate net declines over the next two years at the MS level 
losing almost 190 7-8 students by Fall 2014.

 Overall, from Fall 2012-2019, the 7-8 student population could decline by 
250 students (a 5.4% loss).

 There is not enough of a decline at the middle school level to need to 
make any changes at this time (however the number of students within 
the current Cerro Villa and Santiago’s attendance areas could become 
considerably smaller).
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Attendance Matrix (High Schools)

Page 26
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CONCLUSIONS AT THE 
HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL

 As of Fall 2012, all four of the District’s comprehensive high 
schools had enrollment over 1,900 students (9,377 overall    
9-12 students).

 For Fall 2013, the 9-12 enrollment may decline by 159 
students (9,128), level off then pick up again later (2019) 
when larger development may begin again.

 There is concern for Orange HS; largest resident population, 
huge “transfers out” and only HS area expected to grow.

 Could require boundary adjustments at the HS level.
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